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Maple-assisted derivation of formula for A185554
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We begin by enumerating the possible configurations for a  sub-array, where each element is equal 
to at most two of its horizontal and vertical neighbours.

An array  is encoded as the list .

.  
Configs:= NULL:
for x from 3^8 to 2*3^8-1 do
  L:= convert(x,base,3)[1..8];
  if nops({L[1],L[2],L[3],L[6]}) > 1 and nops({L[2],L[3],L[4],L
[7]}) > 1 
    and nops({L[2],L[5],L[6],L[7]}) > 1 and nops({L[3],L[6],L[7],
L[8]}) > 1
     then Configs:= Configs, L
  fi
od:
Configs:= [Configs]: nops(Configs);

5718
There are 5718 possible configurations.

  Consider the  transition matrix  such that  if the bottom two rows of a  sub-
array could be in configuration  while the top two rows are in configuration  (i.e. the middle row is 
compatible with both  and , and each element in that row is equal to 1 or 2 of its horizontal and vertical
neighbours), and 0 otherwise.  The following Maple code computes it.  

q:= proc(i,j) local Ci, Cj;
  Ci:= Configs[i]; Cj:= Configs[j];
  if Ci[1..4] <> Cj[5..8] then return false fi;
  {numboccur(Ci[1],[Cj[1],Ci[2],Ci[5]]), numboccur(Ci[2],[Cj[2],
Ci[1],Ci[3],Ci[6]]),
      numboccur(Ci[3],[Cj[3],Ci[2],Ci[4],Ci[7]]), numboccur(Ci
[4],[Cj[4],Ci[3],Ci[8]])} subset {1,2} 
end proc:
T:= Matrix(5718,5718, storage=sparse):
for i from 1 to 5718 do for j from 1 to 5718 do
  if q(i,j) then T[i,j]:= 1 fi od od:

Since the constraints are symmetric under permutations of 0,1,2,  for  where  
and  are row and column vectors respectively with  for  

,  otherwise (so each member of 
the bottom row is equal to  or 2 of its neighbours), and  for  corresponding to configurations that 
could be the top two rows,  otherwise.  The following Maple code produces these vectors.
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uf:= proc(i) local Ci;
  Ci:= Configs[i];
  if Ci[5] = 0 and ((Ci[5]=Ci[1] or Ci[5]=Ci[6]) and member
(numboccur(Ci[6],[Ci[5],Ci[2],Ci[7]]),{1,2}) and member(numboccur
(Ci[7],[Ci[6],Ci[3],Ci[8]]),{1,2}) and (Ci[8]=Ci[7] or Ci[8]=Ci
[4])) then 1 else 0 fi
end proc:
u:= Vector[row](5718,uf): 
vf:= proc(i) local Ci;
  Ci:= Configs[i];
  if (Ci[1]=Ci[5] or Ci[1]=Ci[2]) and member(numboccur(Ci[2],[Ci
[1],Ci[6],Ci[3]]),{1,2}) and member(numboccur(Ci[3],[Ci[2],Ci[7],
Ci[4]]),{1,2}) and (Ci[4]=Ci[3] or Ci[4]=Ci[8]) then 1 else 0 fi
end proc:
v:= Vector[column](5718,vf): 

To check, here are the first few entries of our sequence.  For future use, we precompute values of 
Tnv[0]:= v:
for n from 1 to 120 do Tnv[n]:= T . Tnv[n-1] od:
seq(u . Tnv[n], n=0..20);

We form the matrix with columns  and check its rank.
M:= Matrix([seq(Tnv[i],i=0..120)]):
LinearAlgebra:-Rank(M);

101

The rank turns out to be 101.  This suggests that  for  are linearly dependent.  We find a 

nonzero vector  such that 

w:= op(1,LinearAlgebra:-NullSpace(M[.., 1..102])):

We thus have the linear recurrence  for It turns out to 

be also true for 
n:= 'n': rec:= sort(add(w[i+1]*a(n+i),i=0..101),[seq(a(n+i),i=0.
.101)])=0;
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